
 

 

 

 

TESTIMONIAL #1 - "I LOVE the slides and assignments!  This stuff is really good.  I think you do an 

excellent job of leading the students through the steps of programming and explaining all of the parts of 

statements.  I'm excited to see other lessons as you develop them!" G.W., Sulphur Springs, Texas 

TESTIMONIAL #2 - "I am very new to Java and new to teaching this class - 1st year - and find your 

PowerPoints are excellent. As one of my students said you present the information "straight up" and it is 

easy to follow. Your PowerPoints are well organized, neat and clear - just the way I like to see them and how 

I prepare my own materials."  K.C., Gwinett, Georgia 

 With the current initiative to offer Computer Science at every high school in Texas, the problems remain that few 

schools have anyone qualified to teach it, and find it difficult to locate suitable materials with which to teach it. 

These lessons and materials are the answers to both problems! 

 Twenty-four slide-show style lessons that take you and your students through the basics of  Java output, file input, 

data types, conditionals, loops, arrays, and beyond, with labs for each lesson designed to help your students 

succeed! 

 The lessons are free, and the supplementary materials are available for a reasonable cost ($250 for an annual site 

license, including study guides for each lesson, quizzes, tests, lab tests, and free reviews on the first fifteen 

questions of a UIL test) to help the novice teacher and motivated student get through the first year of 

Computer Science! 

 They are designed and developed by John Owen, 33 year veteran teacher of the Texas computer science high 

school scene, with individual and team success at the state and national level, and currently chief test writer for the 

UIL Computer Science event.   

 His former students have earned national and state championships multiple times and have continued on to even 

greater success in the college and professional IT world, working for companies like Epic and Google! 

 These lessons are tried and proven in the classroom, with UIL CS teams, and will guarantee positive results 

for your students. 

See the order form on the back and send it to John Owen at captainjbo@gmail.com with a purchase 

order to acquire these materials for your school,  or online at oncslessons.net using 

  

 

ENDORSEMENTS – “I have read the Lessons in Computer Science developed by John Owen. They are a 

good set of educational materials for learning Java Programming Language and I highly recommend it for 

high school students interested in Computer Science.”  Rajan Alex, Ph.D., Professor, West Texas A&M 

University, School of Engineering and Computer Science 

Also endorsed by Dr. Shyamal Mitra, University of Texas Austin CS department and State UIL Computer Science 

committee chairman. 

TESTIMONIAL #3 - " …these packets are great!  It is quite a bit more than I expected.  My students will really 

benefit from the number and depth of practice problems.  Awesome job."  T.M., Orange, Texas 


